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The Journal of Scientific & Engineering Research (IJSER) was started with an aim of bringing all the research works to open world in the form of open access journal, from the year 2010. The main concept of IJSER is to collaborate the various scientists, engineers and technical related personalities, specifically the users of various areas of Scientific, Industrial and Medical applications. A variety of distinguished authors, article types and both interesting and useful historical and technical subjects are included in these articles.

Among all the papers from May 2012 edition two of them have caught the attention of many reviewers, “Biodiversity and Sustainable Development: A Critical Analysis” by Dr Arundhati Kulkarni and “Design of Non-Isolated Bi-directional Converters with Fast charging Schemes for Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle” by C. Nagavel, V. Vasan Prahu, V. Rajini. The latter paper was published in collaboration of a student and professors from Tamil Nadu, India. IJSER’s publication house has the collection of numerous collection of papers presented by efficient students, research scholars and professors. Dr Arundhati’s paper on biodiversity and its sustainable development deals with the environmental threats and presenting the actual impact caused by humans in nature.

2012 May edition has the collection of various papers from different departments with high quality and pertinent documents. It is the process beginning with the authors submitting their papers, time and materials required by reviewer to provide opinions based upon mathematical, analytical, scientific and technical aspects. The comments from a reviewer are given huge value and it will be helpful for editorial board whether to publish the paper or not. These criticisms may help the authors in the near future to improve the depth of their papers in all aspects and maintain the quality according to IJSER.

IJSER will always welcome the authors to publish their work under IJSER Publication house likewise the above two research papers and it will be discussed if there are any such interesting outstanding topics. If you have any comments and questions, you will definitely find your answers on our websites
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These journals will be available at: http://www.ijsr.org/
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